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OF A .ONOPLANE GLIDER* 

By A. Lippisch. 

Symbis (Figure i) 

F wir arel (m2; 

b 2/F = AF = aspect iatio Cf wir; 

tm	 = F/hF = mean chord. of wing (rn); 

bF span of wing (); 

= area of	 elevator	 (m2.); 

span of elevator (m); 

1	 = distance	 (m)	 from 1ed.ing edge of wing to center 
of pressure o.	 elevator, which may be assumed to 
be at 1/4 the	 iean chord of the elevator measured 
froi its 1ea:.ig edge,	 though it is allowabic to 
take the ciist;ace to the elevator iinge as an ap-
proximation 

e	 .= (j .-)	 = distance	 (m)	 of elevator from lateral 
axis of wing

= AR = aspect ratio of elevator; 

= lontua.nal J.ihedral angle, which is shcwn as post-
ti	 in	 1	 - 

= angle of attack of wing; 

a H° = effctiue angle o± attack of elevator; 

zui	 st.iiung Icr statichen Stahit. tt 
beim .inLLker, a c:.nriiuivat:a fi:n the Reccarph Inst :te cf 
the Rnn-ssit con Scietv. From ', itsc'cirift ir	 ugchnik. 
und otoiuftschiffa1rt, 1! June 14, a927, pp . 251-25e. 
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= downwash angis of elevator; 

caF = lift coefficient of wing; 

CaH	 lift coeffici€nt of elevator; 

=	 - ca g	 ____- ___--

-	 change in lift coefficient of wing 

=	 cbane_in angie of attack ___________ 
iji	 riga in lift	 icienof elevator 

cbang in	 sh angle 
lift	 efLcier of ang 

mement coefficient of ving with reference to loca-
tion of center of raty at the distance x t 

cl-il TT = monient coefficient of elevator with reference to 
location of center of gravity at the distance x t. 

Since the following calculations afford an approximate 

solution of the static stability, ca is put in place of c 

and, likewise the lift i employed instead of the air-force 

component perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the airplae. 

Derivatioi of the Formulas 

a) Moment Coefficient of Wing 

The wing moment with reference to the rotation center at 

the forwa. end of te chord is represented by the ll-:iown 

formula

=	
b t q
	 (1) 

The course of 0rn, as plottee. .agaiist 0a in Figu::e 2,
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is obvious from the airfoil test in question. This course of 

the funcUon	 f(c), is known to be nearly independt 

of the aspect ratio 0±' the wing (uErgebnisse der Aerodynam-

ischen Versuchsanstalt zu Gttingen,' Report I, Fig. 36) and 

is expressed approximately by 

= a 0a + 0m0'	 (2) 

in which the factor a	 rspresnts an aroximately constant 

quantity and can be assimned to have a mean value of 0.25.	 The

moment coefficient of the wing with reference to the center of 

gravity at the distance x t from the front end of the wing 

chord is then

Cr1	 =	 '- x) CaF + ciyj 

- _____ 
cmFx F t q 

b) L'Ioment Coefficient of Elevator 

with a constant location of the center of pressure of the 

air forces on the elevator, the moment of the same, with refe-

ence to the center of gravity at the distance x t, is 

= f (i - x t) q Caij	 (4) 

In order to be able to refer the mcm.ent coefficient of the dc--

vato also to tho lift coefficient, we must, on the one hand, 

express °aH by caF. On the other hand, the moment coeffici-
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ont of the elevator must be developed, as 

£1 c 1	 --
hX	 1' tq 

cmpx = '	 - x' CLT	 (5) 
/ 

The lift coefficient of the elevatci is dependent on the ef-

fectivo angle of attack within the range of tt same.. 

The angle of attack of the elevator is therefore 

cL H =	 -
	 (e 

Between the angle of a'ttack'of a wing and. the corresponding 

lift coefficient, we can now introduce, for the normal flight 

range, the approximate expression 

= kF ca ( r; 
''I 

Hereby the factor 1: is a quantity essential1y dependent. only 

on the aspect ratio of the wing, so that the effect of the pro-

fil.e shape may be ciisregai3.ed 'and, 'be designated only by the cc'i-

stant 'term a, 'which is then the angle at which the lift be-

comes zero The same result can likewise be obtained from the 

test result of the wing ci'ofile used, in which connectiun it 

may be remarked that, with tapered wings which change p:ofile 

toward their t'ns, a mean value between the outer and inner 

profiles must be 'ised. 

The d,ownwash angle a	 can likewise he brought into de-

pendence on the lift coefficient of the wing. The formula
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derived from H. Heimboid ('Zeitschrift fir Flugtechnik und 

Motorluftsohiffahrt,' 1927, p. il) can be written 

r73 0	 C 
Ca [U - ----- ( u - 0.5 v)] 

± 1 

whereby, iith the siubols there emp1yed, 

u = 1.36	
1 -	 - 0.11€ 

C .----

v €2	 1 
V =	 2	 - + k	 €Jc2+l 

Since u 0.5 v is small in comparison with u, a mean value, 

independent of 0a' 
can be used. for 

U - 0. 5 v) 
I C. + 1 

so that the downwash angle can he expressed accurately enough 

by
a =	 c.
	 (8)• 

I Figi.ire 4 the factor K is plotted against the aspect ratio, 

the plain curves being for rectanlar wings and the dotted. 

curves for ellotica1 wings. For trapezoidal or scni-e1liptical 

shapes,	 the. corresponding mean values must be used.	 - 

The effective anle of attack of the elevator can then be

written

= (kF - K) CaF - ( a 0 + a)	 (9) 
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The lift coefficient is likewise 

	

a-	 a 

	

ti	 OT 
= __-_--	 (10" 

	

a	 kH	 / 

whereby, with the usual symmetrical profile shspes of the ele--

vators	 0: 
= 0; The factor kT depends, the same as for a 

wings essentially on the aspect ratio of the €levator and. may 

be obtained. from Figare 3. Accordingly, we can represent the 

lift coefficient of the e]evator by 

	

- kF - K	 a_+ G 

caH_	 kH car. 

Hence the moment coefficient of the elevator, with reference to 

the center of gravity, is 

crnh =	 -	 (F	
K 

°aF -
	 (12) 

in which

	

- K
	 a0 + a 
=m
	 = n.

(11) 

'I
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c) Trtal Moment of the Combined. Wing and. Elciator

and. the Moment Coefficient with Reference 

to the Center of Gravity 

The total momer.t is the sum of the wing and. elevator ma-

ments	 It is therefore

Mtotal = F + L: 

°mFX F t q + CrL1H F t q 

i. C

	

= C	 = °mF + °mH::	 (13) 

By using equations (3) and (12), we o'otain 

°mgx =	 - x) + in	 -	 0aF + 

+ rc	 (1. xn] 

	

- A0	 .t'\t	 I 

If we combine the terms which vary with the diplacement of the 

center of gravity, the moment coefficient of the system becomes 

°mgx	 [(ci. + LI	 - X (1 + iii 

(f-n cm)± nx	 (14)
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After introducing the abbreviations 

f L (f L

F"' 

we can write

c.	 =	 (A - Bx) c.,	 -	 (C - Dx)	 (15) 
- 

.The function for °m is therefore restored. to an equLtion of 

the first d.cgree, from whose course the following deductiOn cc.n 

be made with reference to the static stability of the wing-and-

elevator system in question. 

If (A Bx) > 0 and (C - Dx) > 0, then the course is 

the same as represented in Figure 5. The inter section with t]ie 

6a	 axis determines the lift coefficient at which the airplane 

flies with the elevator its noia1 position. Since this

lift coefficient usually lies between caF = 0.7 and 1., the 

condition

C - Dx = 0.70	 1.00. 
A - Bx 

must be fulfillcd. The dash lines thep. indicate, respectively, 

tail heaviness, and. nose heaviness. The positive direct:Lon of 

the lines indicates that the . airplane is stable, i.e., that' 

any dhane in the flying attitude, due to. external causes, re 

leases forces which tend. to restore the previous attitude. 
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The stability, limit is reached when (C - Dx)	 = 0,	 i.e., 

when the line passes through the origin of the coordinates

(Fig. 6). The extreme limit, however, at which the airplane 

can be regarded as still manageable, is reacho'i when th in-

clination of' the lines is likewise zero, and the function 

cm	 = f' (C p ) coincides with the caaxis. in this extreme 
L 

case, any steering maneuver in eithc the positive or negative 

direction produces .nstahtlity, WIi±TLC in the ecualization, as 

shown in Figure 5, th elevator produces stability. 

If the picture of the function is as represented by Figure 

7, the airplane is unstable and requires, in individual cases, 

a change in the lo'cation of' the center of' gravity, of the ion-

gitud.ina dihedral angle, or of' the dimensions of' the elevator 

or its distance; The longitudinal dihedral angle for the ex-

treme rear limit of' the location of the center of gravity can 

be deteruined by the f'orm'las 

C - Dx 0	 -n-n x-

-	 (is) 
-	 Cm 

n 0 - .7	
_t;-

Ft F 

The longitudinal dihedral angle is then 

a= kH fl - a0	 (17) 

If, therojore, it is desired to test the correctness of a fin-

ishod airplane, the longitudinal dihedral angle (G) or the' 
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location of the center of gravity (x) is introduced as a 

variable. 

In general, these two factors suffice for obtaining a per-

fect trim. For designing, however, the formulas are available 

for determining the magnitude and distance of he control sur-

faces. If, for emple, the condition is mad€. that, in normal 

flight (always to be sought with (ca/cw)iax Cr (cw3/cw2)max 

according to the structural viwpoirit), the elevator is not to 

be subjected to pressure, either up or down, i.here are obtainc1 

for the dimensions certain fiducial, lines, which are deduced 

froi the following formulas. 

If the elevator exerts no lift, its moment is zero. It 

must therefore b

°flIHX	
0 =	 x ) ( m ar - n);	 (19) 

In order that there shal. be sta'oility in this case, the wing 

moment must likewise disspoear and 

Fx = 0 = (a - x) °aF + 0m0	 (20) 

caF is defined by the attitude of normal flight, so that	 x 

may be computed as -
c

(21) 
caF 

With this value of x we then obtain, by equation (19), an 

expression for the possible characteristics of the airplane 

(wing area, length of tail, longitudinal dihedral and aspect 
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ratio). For the further calculation, one can utilize the eta-

bility limits, which ai-e given b y the formulas already explained. 

(A - Ex)	 0 

(C - Dx)	 0 

d) Illustration of the Computation Formulary 

by an Example for Testing the Static Stability 

In order to enable a simple evaluation of the derived for-

mula, a fomulary of the compittation process was published by 

the Aviation Section of the Research Institute of' the Rhn-

Rosstten Society on the Wasserkuppe. The application o± this 

formiilary may be illustrated by an example (See Fonrulary and 

Figs. 8-9).

Forrriulary (referring to Figure 8). 

1. Wing area --__F 18 m 

2.. Wingspan bF 12.0 m	 - 

3. Mean wing chord tm = 1.5 

-

m 

4. =AF = 8 Wing aspect ratio 

5. Elevator arca f 2.4 m2 

6. Eleva-tor span bH 2.5 rLl 

7. Elevator aspect ratio = 2.6 

8. Distance of elevator 
from leading edge of' 1 4.0 m 
wing.
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ormulary (referring to Figure 8) Cant. 

9. Distance of elevator e 3.25 m 
from iateri axis of 
wing. _____________________ ________________________ 

10. Longtudinal dihedral 1° 
ang.e. ___________ 

11. Distance between c.g. S = x t 0.53 m 
and leading edge of 
TI 111g.

e	 • 3.25 - 0
TabILe II . 

4 7O 
-I-	 i•

Table I. 13.10 13.

Table I. 0 1	 .8 

______ I __________________________ _____________________________

	

5.	 c	 = 0.090 (100 cm = 9.0) 

	

l6	 ao = -
	 5O 

17.
tm	 1.50 

Recistration No.	
GioUp 

• School flder III 

Acceptance No.	 Stability 
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18	 - kF	 K 13.1 - 4.7	 - 804 
=	 = 0.47 rn - 1Th 

19a 75 - kH I	 17.8 ].?.8 ________

6.5-_1 0.31 
en) 17.8 17.8 

19c o=3 = -----	 = 
(n) 17.8 17.8 

A- 5+m = 0.25+0. 47	 = 0.42 

1+m4- 1+0.47 =1+0063=1.063 

22a	 ol i fl-Cii 24X0 l---- 0.42_0.09J °±T°°91±J 
22b_

-i° 0.31-0.09 0.110-0.09 = 0.020 
(C) lBxl.5 

0t 0.53-0.09 .=0,188-009 = 0.098 
(C) 

23a
fl 0.42 = 0.056 

23b ±	 1 0.31 0.041 
(D) ___________ 18

0.53 
18

____________________ 

= 0.071 
_______________________
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Let us suppose that an airplane is to be tested, whose 

dimensions are shown in Figure 8. Lines 1-12 of the formulary 

are then filled out by iiscribiflg the pertinent values. The 

CaF, a , and cm values o± the given wing profile are plotted 

against one anothe in Figure 9. These values can be obtained 

directly from the results of the normal tests, with the aspect 

ratio 5, at the Gttingen Aerodynamic Institute. Attention is 

again called, to the fact that, for wings with variable angle , of 

attack, variable profile, cr variable chord, the corresponding 

mean values are to be found. The measuring points are joined 

by tvo straight 1ines deviatiOns from which, especially at 

small and 1aige ca	 are disregarded.. 

The values cr	 and	 a0	 given in lines 15-16, are then 

Obtained for	 °a o•	 The values for kF,	 kH, and K are taicen 

from Figures 3-4. The values of	 kF and k1j, for the aspect-

ratio coefficients of the wing and elevator, can be read di-

ectly from Figure 8. The value of K, however, is interpolated 

from Figure 4, whereby, if the aspect ratio in question is not 

represented by a curve, 'we must interpolate between the adjacent 

curves, remembering that the distance between the curves dimin-

ishes as the aspect ratio inreases. For elliptical outlines 

the dotted curves are used. 

For the aspect ratio of a rectangular wing ( AF 8) we 

thus obtain the value K = 4.7. This , number is to be found as 

the intersection of the curve 
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with c=j=O.54 

After lines 12-14 have thus been filled out, we calculate line 

17 and can now determine the factors of the stability equations, 

by inserting the corresponding values and calculations in the 

formulary. If we also desire to obtain information concerning 

tho changed positions of the elevator and their effects, we 

must find, in addition -to the value cf ii in the attitude of 
normal fflght two other a1ues, corresponding respectively, to 

a raised and a dcprssed pos±tion of .the elevator, which are 

charccteried by a slight increase or decrease in the longitud-

inal dihedral angle	 (±20 in our exiple). The values of A 

and B can he found directly by the determination of in. For 

C and D we then calculate three pairs of values, corresponding 

to the three elevator positions. 

Lines 24-27 (a, b, c) of the formulary give the factors of 

the stability equations for different positionE of the center 

of. gravity. The portions enclosed by heavy lines distinguish, 

as also for n, C and D, the normal flight attitude for the 

neutral position of the elevator, which corresponds to the 

length determined by he attitude of the manned airplane and 

entered in line 11. The. effect of the shifting of the center 

of gravity is shown by the other values, which are calculated 

for the different distances (x) to the center of gravity. 

The values in these four l'ihes serve for plotting the
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course of the stability equations in Figure 10, by entering. the 

hundredfold values of C - Dx on the c axis in the negative 

direction, because this value has a negative sign coi'responding 

to equation (15). The portinent hundredfold value of 

is sought on the positive Ca axis, and the corresponding 

points on the c	 and. Ca axes are joined by a.straight line. 

For each line of x (24-27) the:e is a separate diagram, since 

the lines corresponding to the ci.iffccnt elevator positions 

must run parallel to one aothcr. 

In our example we ccc that the location of the center o 

gravity at 0.35 of the chord 

ability. The latter is assu 

deflection of ±2° covers the 

coefficients. 

Th.e extreme position of

gives good stability and. maneuver-

ed by the fact that the elevator 

whole usual range of the lift 

the center of gravity is calculated 

from lines 28-29, whereby the smalle:c value of x0 applies, 

namely x0	 in our case. 
1 

This formulay is therefore intended to furnish, in addi-

tion to a stability check for the builder, a practical aid in 

calculating and. dimensioning gliders. 

The Aviation Section of the Rhn-Rossitten Society, Wasser-

kuppe, will 4ve secia1 information a.t any time to ar;y one who 
encounters difficulties in using the formulary. 

Translation by Dwight ii. Miner, 
National Advisory Committee 
for Aeronautics.
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